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***Ace Your Exam and Get the Results You Deserve***Taking the Praxis Subject Assessments

is a challenge and your results can make a huge difference when it comes to your future. If you

do well on the exam, it can open doors and lead to wonderful opportunities. If you do poorly on

the exam, you will find yourself with fewer options. You may have to put your plans for the future

on hold, or even give up on them altogether. Preparing for your exam with our Praxis II Middle

School: Social Studies (5089) Exam Flashcard Study System can help you avoid this fate and

give you a big advantage when you take the test. Thousands of satisfied customers have relied

on Mometrix Flashcards to help them pass their exams, and now you can too.Mometrix Test

Preparation is not affiliated with or endorsed by any official testing organization. All

organizational and test names are trademarks of their respective owners.When you study with

Mometrix Praxis flashcards, you'll get an in-depth review of each test section.Test sections

include:United States HistoryWorld HistoryGovernment and CivicsGeographyEconomics...and

much more!We believe in delivering lots of value for your money, so our flashcard system is

packed with the critical information you'll need to master in order to ace your Praxis exam. Our

flashcards enable you to study small, digestible bits of information that are easy to learn and

give you exposure to the different question types and concepts. With Mometrix flashcards,

you'll be able to study anywhere, whenever you have a few free minutes of time.Study after

study has shown that spaced repetition is the most effective form of learning, and nothing

beats flashcards when it comes to making repetitive learning fun and fast. Using Mometrix

flashcards for your Praxis review incorporates repetitive methods of study to teach you how to

break apart and quickly solve difficult test questions.You also get online access to Praxis

practice test questions, created by our Mometrix test prep team, to prepare you for what to

expect on the actual exam. Each answer is explained in depth, in order to make the principles

and reasoning behind it crystal clear.Many concepts include links to online review videos

where you can watch our instructors break down the topics so the material can be quickly

grasped. Examples are worked step-by-step so you see exactly what to do.Mometrix Test

Preparation has helped thousands of people achieve their education goals. Our Praxis II

Middle School: Social Studies (5089) Exam Flashcard Study System can help you get the

results you deserve on your Praxis test too.



United States History© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/praxisiiMiddle School: Social

Studies 20180222.39480.210.docxList the major regional Native American groups and the

major traits of each oneVisit mometrix.com/academy for a related video.Enter video code:

550136United States HistoryThe major regional Native American groups and the major traits of

each are as follows:· The Algonquians in the eastern part of the United States lived in

wigwams. The northern tribes subsisted on hunting and gathering, while those who were

farther south grew crops such as corn.· The Iroquois, also an east coast tribe, spoke a

different language from the Algonquians, and lived in rectangular longhouses.· The Plains

tribes lived between the Mississippi River and the Rocky Mountains. These nomadic tribes

lived in teepees and followed the buffalo herds. Plains tribes included the Sioux, Cheyenne,

Comanche and Blackfoot.· Pueblo tribes included the Zuni, Hopi, and Acoma. They lived

in the Southwest deserts in homes made of stone or adobe. They domesticated animals and

cultivated corn and beans.· On the Pacific coast, tribes such as the Tlingit, Chinook, and

Salish lived on fish as well as deer, native berries and roots. Their rectangular homes housed

large family groups, and they used totem poles.· In the far north, the Aleuts and Inuit lived

in skin tents or igloos. Talented fishermen, they built kayaks and umiaks and also hunted

caribou, seals, whales and walrus.United States History© Mometrix Media -

flashcardsecrets.com/praxisiiMiddle School: Social Studies 20180222.39480.202.docxName

five well-known Native Americans and describe their roles in early U.S. history.United States

HistoryThe following are five well-known Native Americans and their roles in early US

history:· Squanto, an Algonquian, helped early English settlers survive the hard winter by

teaching them the native methods of planting corn, squash, and pumpkins.· Pocahontas,

also Algonquian, became famous as a liaison with John Smith’s Jamestown colony in

1607.· Sacagawea, a Shoshone, served a vital role in the Lewis and Clark expedition

when the two explorers hired her as their guide in 1805.· Crazy Horse and Sitting Bull led

Sioux and Cheyenne troops in the Battle of the Little Bighorn in 1876, soundly defeating

George Armstrong Custer.· Chief Joseph, a leader of the Nez Perce who supported

peaceful interaction with white settlers, attempted to relocate his tribe to Canada rather than

move them to a reservation.United States History© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/

praxisiiMiddle School: Social Studies 20180222.39480.225.docxExplain the impact of

technological advances in navigation and seafaring on exploration.United States HistoryFor

long ocean journeys, it was important for sailors to be able to find their way home even when

their vessels sailed far out to sea. A variety of navigational tools enabled them to launch

ambitious journeys over long distances. The compass and astrolabe were particularly

important advancements. The magnetic compass was used by Chinese navigators from

approximately 200 BCE, and knowledge of the astrolabe came to Europe from Arab navigators

and traders who had refined designs developed by the ancient Greeks. The Portuguese

developed a ship called a caravel in the 1400s that incorporated navigational advancements

with the ability to make long sea journeys. Equipped with this advanced vessel, the Portuguese

achieved a major goal of the Age of Exploration by discovering a sea route from Europe to Asia

in 1498.United States History© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/praxisiiMiddle School:

Social Studies 20180222.39480.218.docxDefine the Age of Exploration.Visit mometrix.com/

academy for a related video.Enter video code: 612972United States HistoryThe Age of

Exploration is also called the Age of Discovery. It is generally considered to have begun in the

early fifteenth century and continued into the seventeenth century. Major developments of the



Age of Exploration included technological advances in navigation, mapmaking and

shipbuilding. These advances led to expanded European exploration of the rest of the world.

Explorers set out from several European countries, including Portugal, Spain, France and

England, seeking new routes to Asia. These efforts led to the discovery of new lands, as well

as colonization in India, Asia, Africa, and North America.United States History© Mometrix

Media - flashcardsecrets.com/praxisiiMiddle School: Social Studies

20180222.39480.241.docxExplain the various goals of the French, Spanish, Dutch and British

in the colonization of the Americas.Visit mometrix.com/academy for related videos.Enter video

codes: 496598 and 438412United States HistoryFrance, Spain, the Netherlands, and England

each had specific goals in the colonization of the Americas:· Initial French colonies were

focused on expanding the fur trade. Later, French colonization led to the growth of plantations

in Louisiana which brought numerous African slaves to the New World.· Spanish colonists

came to look for wealth, and to convert the natives to Christianity. For some, the desire for gold

led to mining in the New World, while others established large ranches.· The Dutch were

also involved in the fur trade, and imported slaves as the need for laborers increased.·

British colonists arrived with various goals. Some were simply looking for additional income,

while others were fleeing Britain to escape religious persecution.United States History©

Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/praxisiiMiddle School: Social Studies

20180222.39480.234.docxExplain the significance of the voyage of Christopher

Columbus.United States HistoryIn 1492, Columbus, a Genoan explorer, obtained financial

backing from King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella of Spain to seek a sea route to Asia. He

sought a trade route with the Asian Indies to the west. With three ships, the Niña, the Pinta and

the Santa Maria, he eventually landed in the West Indies. While Columbus failed in his effort to

discover a western route to Asia, he is credited with the discovery of the Americas.United

States History© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/praxisiiMiddle School: Social Studies

20180222.39480.255.docxName the Middle or Middle Atlantic Colonies, their origins,

geography and economic mainstays.United States HistoryThe Middle or Middle Atlantic

Colonies were New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Delaware. Unlike the New England

colonies, where most colonists were from England and Scotland, the Middle Colonies founders

were from various countries including the Netherlands and Sweden. Various factors led these

colonists to America. More fertile than New England, the Middle Colonies became major

producers of crops including rye, oats, potatoes, wheat, and barley. Some particularly wealthy

inhabitants owned large farms and/or businesses. Farmers in general were able to produce

enough to have a surplus to sell. Tenant farmers also rented land from larger land

owners.United States History© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/praxisiiMiddle School:

Social Studies 20180222.39480.248.docxName the four New England colonies and discuss

the general characteristics of the region, including reasons they were founded, their geography

and economics.Visit mometrix.com/academy for a related video.Enter video code:

551857United States HistoryThe New England colonies were New Hampshire, Connecticut,

Rhode Island and Massachusetts. These colonies were founded largely to escape religious

persecution in England. The beliefs of the Puritans, who migrated to America in the 1600s,

significantly influenced the development of these colonies. Situated in the northeast coastal

areas of America, the New England colonies featured numerous harbors as well as dense

forests. The soil, however, was rocky and had a very short growing season, so was not well

suited for agriculture. The economy of New England during the colonial period centered

around fishing, shipbuilding and trade along with some small farms and lumber mills. Although

some groups congregated in small farms, life centered mainly in towns and cities where



merchants largely controlled the trade economy. Coastal cities such as Boston grew and

thrived.United States History© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/praxisiiMiddle School:

Social Studies 20180222.39480.271.docxExplain the significance of the French and Indian

Wars. Visit mometrix.com/academy for a related video.Enter video code: 502183United States

HistoryThe British defeat of the Spanish Armada in 1588 led to the decline of Spanish power in

Europe. This in turn led the British and French into battle several times between 1689 and

1748. These wars were:· King William's War, or the Nine Years War, 1689-1697. This war

was fought largely in Flanders.· The War of Spanish Succession, or Queen Anne's War,

1702-1713· War of Austrian Succession, or King George's War, 1740-1748The fourth and

final war, the French and Indian War (1754-1763), was fought largely in the North American

territory, and resulted in the end of France's reign as a colonial power in North America.

Although the French held many advantages, including more cooperative colonists and

numerous Indian allies, the strong leadership of William Pitt eventually led the British to victory.

Costs incurred during the wars eventually led to discontent in the colonies and helped spark

the American Revolution.United States History© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/

praxisiiMiddle School: Social Studies 20180222.39480.262.docxName the Southern Colonies

and attributes of the area.Visit mometrix.com/academy for a related video.Enter video code:

703830United States HistoryThe Southern Colonies were Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina,

South Carolina and Georgia. Of the Southern Colonies, Virginia was the first permanent

English colony and Georgia the last. The warm climate and rich soil of the south encouraged

agriculture, and the growing season was long. As a result, economy in the south was based

largely on labor-intensive plantations. Crops included tobacco, rice and indigo, all of which

became valuable cash crops. Most land in the south was controlled by wealthy plantation

owners and farmers. Labor on the farms came in the form of indentured servants and African

slaves. The first of these African slaves arrived in Virginia in 1619.United States History©

Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/praxisiiMiddle School: Social Studies

20180222.39480.284.docxExplain the reasons Britain extensively taxed the American colonies

after the French and Indian War.United States HistoryThe French and Indian War created

circumstances for which the British desperately needed more revenue. These needs included:·

Paying off the war debt· Defending the expanding empire· Governing Britain's

33 far-flung colonies, including the American coloniesTo meet these needs, the British passed

additional laws, increasing revenues from the colonies. Because they had spent so much

money to defend the American colonies, the British felt it was appropriate to collect

considerably higher taxes from them. The colonists felt this was unfair, and many were led to

protest the increasing taxes. Eventually, protest led to violence.United States History©

Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/praxisiiMiddle School: Social Studies

20180222.39480.278.docxDefine the Navigation Acts and their significance.United States

HistoryThe Navigation Acts, enacted in 1651, were an attempt by Britain to dominate

international trade. Aimed largely at the Dutch, the Acts banned foreign ships from transporting

goods to the British colonies, and from transporting goods to Britain from elsewhere in Europe.

While the restrictions on trade angered some colonists, these Acts were helpful to other

American colonists who, as members of the British Empire, were legally able to provide ships

for Britain's growing trade interests and use the ships for their own trading ventures. By the

time the French and Indian War had ended, one-third of British merchant ships were built in the

American colonies. Many colonists amassed fortunes in the shipbuilding trade.United States

History© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/praxisiiMiddle School: Social Studies

20180222.39480.299.docxExplain the effects of new laws on British-Colonial relations,



following the French and Indian War.United States HistoryWhile earlier revenue-generating

acts such as the Navigation Acts brought money to the colonists, the new laws after 1763

required colonists to pay money back to Britain. The British felt this was fair since the colonists

were British subjects and since they had incurred debt protecting the Colonies. The colonists

felt it was not only unfair, but illegal.The development of local government in America had given

the colonists a different view of the structure and role of government. This made it difficult for

the British to understand the colonists’ protests against what the British felt was a fair and

reasonable solution to the mother country’s financial problems.United States History©

Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/praxisiiMiddle School: Social Studies

20180222.39480.291.docxDefine "triangular trade."United States HistoryTriangular trade

began in the Colonies with ships setting off for Africa, carrying rum. In Africa, the rum was

traded for gold or slaves. Ships then went from Africa to the West Indies, trading slaves for

sugar, molasses, or money. To complete the triangle, the ships returned to the colonies with

sugar or molasses to make more rum, as well as stores of gold and silver. This trade triangle

violated the Molasses Act of 1733, which required the colonists to pay high duties to Britain on

molasses acquired from French, Dutch, and Spanish colonies. The colonists ignored these

duties, and the British government adopted a policy of salutary neglect by not enforcing

them.United States History© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/praxisiiMiddle School:

Social Studies 20180222.39480.315.docxDiscuss the difference between colonial government

and British government that led the colonies to demand, "No taxation without

representation." United States HistoryAs new towns and other legislative districts developed in

America, the colonists began to practice representative government. Colonial legislative bodies

were made up of elected representatives chosen by male property owners in the districts.

These individuals represented the interests of the districts from which they had been

elected.By contrast, in Britain the Parliament represented the entire country. Parliament was

not elected to represent individual districts. Instead, they represented specific classes.

Because of this drastically different approach to government, the British did not understand the

colonists' statement that they had no representation in the British Parliament.United States

History© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/praxisiiMiddle School: Social Studies

20180222.39480.307.docxName three factors that led to increasing discontent in the American

colonies.Visit mometrix.com/academy for a related video.Enter video code: 428506United

States HistoryMore and more colonists were born on American soil, decreasing any sense of

kinship with the far away British rulers. Their new environment had led to new ideas of

government and a strong view of the colonies as a separate entity from Britain. Colonists were

allowed to self-govern in domestic issues, but Britain controlled international issues. In fact, the

American colonies were largely left to form their own local government bodies, giving them

more freedom than any other colonial territory. This gave the colonists a sense of

independence, which led them to resent control from Britain. Threats during the French and

Indian War led the colonists to call for unification in order to protect themselves.United States

History© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/praxisiiMiddle School: Social Studies

20180222.39480.329.docxExplain the factors that led to the Boston Massacre.United States

HistoryWith the passage of the Stamp Act, nine colonies met in New York to demand its repeal.

Elsewhere, protest arose in New York City, Philadelphia, Boston and other cities. These

protests sometimes escalated into violence, often targeting ruling British officials. The passage

of the Townshend Acts in 1767 led to additional tension in the colonies. The British sent troops

to New York City and Boston. On March 5, 1770, protesters began to taunt the British troops,

throwing snowballs. The soldiers responded by firing into the crowd. This clash between



protesters and soldiers led to five deaths and eight injuries, and was christened the Boston

Massacre. Shortly thereafter, Britain repealed the majority of the Townshend Acts.United

States History© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/praxisiiMiddle School: Social Studies

20180222.39480.322.docxName four major Acts of British Parliament that occurred after the

French and Indian Wars and what they governed.United States HistoryAfter the French and

Indian Wars, the British Parliament passed four major acts:· The Sugar Act, 1764—this

act not only required taxes to be collected on molasses brought into the colonies, but gave

British officials the right to search the homes of anyone suspected of violating it.· The

Stamp Act, 1765—this act taxed printed materials such as newspapers and legal documents.

Protests led the Stamp Act to be repealed in 1766, but the repeal also included the Declaratory

Act, which stated that Parliament had the right to govern the colonies.· The Quartering

Act, 1765—this act required colonists to provide accommodations and supplies for British

troops. In addition, colonists were prohibited from settling west of the Appalachians until given

permission by Britain.· The Townshend Acts, 1767—these acts taxed paper, paint, lead

and tea that came into the colonies. Colonists led boycotts in protest, and in Massachusetts

leaders like Samuel and John Adams began to organize resistance against British rule.United

States History© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/praxisiiMiddle School: Social Studies

20180222.39480.343.docxDiscuss the four Coercive Acts passed after the Boston Tea Party

and their result.United States HistoryThe Coercive Acts passed by Britain in 1774 were meant

to punish Massachusetts for defying British authority. The four acts, also known as the

Intolerable Acts:· Shut down ports in Boston until the city paid back the value of the tea

destroyed during the Boston Tea Party· Required that local government officials in

Massachusetts be appointed by the governor rather than being elected by the people·

Allowed trials of British soldiers to be transferred to Britain rather than being held in

Massachusetts· Required locals to provide lodging for British soldiers any time there was

a disturbance, even if lodging required them to stay in private homesThese Acts led to the

assembly of the First Continental Congress in Philadelphia on September 5, 1774. Fifty-five

delegates met, representing 12 of the American colonies. They sought compromise with

England over England’s increasingly harsh efforts to control the colonies.United States

History© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/praxisiiMiddle School: Social Studies

20180222.39480.336.docxDefine the Tea Act and how it led to the Boston Tea Party. United

States HistoryThe majority of the Townshend Acts were repealed after the Boston Massacre in

1770, but Britain kept the tax on tea. In 1773, the Tea Act was passed. This allowed the East

India Company to sell tea for much lower prices, and also allowed them to bypass American

distributors, selling directly to shopkeepers instead. Colonial tea merchants saw this as a direct

assault on their business. In December of 1773, the Sons of Liberty boarded ships in Boston

Harbor and dumped 342 chests of tea into the sea in protest of the new laws. This act of

protest came to be known as the Boston Tea Party.United States History© Mometrix Media -

flashcardsecrets.com/praxisiiMiddle School: Social Studies 20180222.39480.357.docxDiscuss

the significance of the Second Continental Congress.Visit mometrix.com/academy for a related

video.Enter video code: 835211United States HistoryThe Second Continental Congress met in

Philadelphia on May 10, 1775, a month after Lexington and Concord. Their discussions

centered on defense of the American colonies and how to conduct the growing war, as well as

local government. The delegates also discussed declaring independence from Britain, with

many members in favor of this drastic move. They established an army, and on June 15,

named George Washington as its commander-in-chief. By 1776, it was obvious that there was

no turning back from full-scale war with Britain. The colonial delegates of the Continental



Congress drafted the Declaration of Independence on July 4, 1776.United States History©

Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/praxisiiMiddle School: Social Studies

20180222.39480.350.docxExplain the goals of the First Continental Congress and the results

of this meeting.United States HistoryThe First Continental Congress met in Philadelphia on

September 5, 1774. Their goal was to achieve a peaceful agreement with Britain. Made up of

delegates from 12 of the 13 colonies, the Congress affirmed loyalty to Britain and the power of

Parliament to dictate foreign affairs in the colonies. However, they demanded that the

Intolerable Acts be repealed, and instituted a trade embargo with Britain until this came to

pass.In response, George III of England declared that the American colonies must submit or

face military action. The British sought to end assemblies that opposed their policies. These

assemblies gathered weapons and began to form militias. On April 19, 1775, the British military

was ordered to disperse a meeting of the Massachusetts Assembly. A battle ensued on

Lexington Common as the armed colonists resisted. The resulting battles became the Battle of

Lexington and Concord—the first battles of the American Revolution.United States History©

Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/praxisiiMiddle School: Social Studies

20180222.39480.372.docxName five battles of the Revolutionary War and their

significance. Visit mometrix.com/academy for a related video.Enter video code: 935282United

States HistoryThe following are five major battles of the Revolutionary War and their

significance:· The Battle of Lexington and Concord (April 1775) is considered the first

engagement of the Revolutionary War.· The Battle of Bunker Hill (June 1775) was one of

the bloodiest of the entire war. Although American troops withdrew, about half of the British

army was lost. The colonists proved they could stand against professional British soldiers. In

August, Britain declared that the American colonies were officially in a state of rebellion.·

The first colonial victory occurred in Trenton, New Jersey, when Washington and his troops

crossed the Delaware River on Christmas Day, 1776 for a December 26 surprise attack on

British and Hessian troops.· The Battle of Saratoga effectively ended a plan to separate

the New England colonies from their Southern counterparts. The surrender of British general

John Burgoyne led to France joining the war as allies of the Americans, and is generally

considered a turning point of the war.· On October 19, 1781, General Cornwallis

surrendered after a defeat in the Battle of Yorktown, ending the Revolutionary War.United

States History© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/praxisiiMiddle School: Social Studies

20180222.39480.364.docxDiscuss the origins and basic ideas of the Declaration of

Independence.Visit mometrix.com/academy for a related video.Enter video code:

256838United States HistoryPenned by Thomas Jefferson and signed on July 4, 1776, the

Declaration of Independence stated that King George III had violated the rights of the colonists

and was establishing a tyrannical reign over them. Many of Jefferson’s ideas of natural rights

and property rights were shaped by seventeenth-century philosopher John Locke. Jefferson

asserted all people’s rights to “life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.” Locke’s comparable

idea asserted “life, liberty, and private property.” Both felt that the purpose of government was

to protect the rights of the people, and that individual rights were more important than

individuals’ obligations to the state.United States History© Mometrix Media -

flashcardsecrets.com/praxisiiMiddle School: Social Studies 20180222.39480.387.docxDiscuss

the significance of the Articles of Confederation.Visit mometrix.com/academy for a related

video.Enter video code: 927401United States HistoryA precursor to the Constitution, the

Articles of Confederation represented the first attempt of the newly independent colonies to

establish the basics of government. The Continental Congress approved the Articles on

November 15, 1777. They went into effect on March 1, 1781, following ratification by the



thirteen states. The Articles prevented a central government from gaining too much power,

instead giving power to a Congressional body made up of delegates from all thirteen states.

However, the individual states retained final authority.Without a strong central executive,

though, this weak alliance among the new states proved ineffective in settling disputes or

enforcing laws. The idea of a weak central government needed to be revised. Recognition of

these weaknesses eventually led to the drafting of a new document, the Constitution.United

States History© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/praxisiiMiddle School: Social Studies

20180222.39480.380.docxExplain the significance of the Treaty of Paris.United States

HistoryThe Treaty of Paris was signed on September 3, 1783, bringing an official end to the

Revolutionary War. In this document, Britain officially recognized the United States of America

as an independent nation. The treaty established the Mississippi River as the country’s western

border. The treaty also restored Florida to Spain, while France reclaimed African and

Caribbean colonies seized by the British in 1763. On November 25, 1783, the last British

troops departed from the newly born United States of America.United States History©

Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/praxisiiMiddle School: Social Studies

20180222.39480.401.docxDiscuss the general structure of government proposed by the

delegates.United States HistoryThe delegates agreed that the new nation required a strong

central government, but that its overall power should be limited. The various branches of the

government should have balanced power, so that no one group could control the others. Final

power belonged with the citizens who voted officials into office based on who would provide the

best representation.United States History© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/

praxisiiMiddle School: Social Studies 20180222.39480.394.docxDescribe the process by which

the Constitution was initially proposed and drafted.United States HistoryDelegates from twelve

of the thirteen states (Rhode Island was not represented) met in Philadelphia in May of 1787,

initially intending to revise the Articles of Confederation. However, it quickly became apparent

that a simple revision would not provide the workable governmental structure the newly formed

country needed. After vowing to keep all the proceedings secret until the final document was

completed, the delegates set out to draft what would eventually become the Constitution of the

United States of America. By keeping the negotiations secret, the delegates were able to

present a completed document to the country for ratification, rather than having every small

detail hammered out by the general public.United States History© Mometrix Media -

flashcardsecrets.com/praxisiiMiddle School: Social Studies 20180222.39480.416.docxExplain

the three-fifths compromise and how it affected the initial determination of the number of

representatives for each state.United States HistoryDuring debate on the US Constitution, a

disagreement arose between the Northern and Southern states involving how slaves should be

counted when determining a state’s quota of representatives. In the South large numbers of

slaves were commonly used to run plantations. Delegates wanted slaves to be counted to

determine the number of representatives, but not counted to determine the amount of taxes the

states would pay. The Northern states wanted exactly the opposite arrangement. The final

decision was to count three-fifths of the slave population both for tax purposes and to

determine representation. This was called the three-fifths compromise.United States History©

Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/praxisiiMiddle School: Social Studies

20180222.39480.410.docxDiscuss the significance of the Virginia Plan, the New Jersey Plan,

and the Great Compromise (Connecticut Compromise).United States HistoryDisagreement

immediately occurred between delegates from large states and those from smaller states.

James Madison and Edmund Randolph (the governor of Virginia) felt that representation in

Congress should be based on state population. This was the Virginia Plan. The New Jersey



Plan, presented by William Paterson, from New Jersey, proposed each state have equal

representation. Finally, Roger Sherman from Connecticut formulated the Connecticut

Compromise, also called the Great Compromise. The result was the familiar structure we have

today. Each state has the equal representation of two Senators in the Senate, with the number

of representatives in the House of Representatives based on population. This is called a

bicameral Congress. Both houses may draft bills, but financial matters must originate in the

House of Representatives.United States History© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/

praxisiiMiddle School: Social Studies 20180222.39480.430.docxList the major objections

expressed against the Constitution when it was presented for ratification.United States

HistoryOnce the Constitution was drafted, it was presented for approval by the states. Nine

states needed to approve the document for it to become official. However, debate and

discussion continued. Major concerns included:· The lack of a bill of rights to protect

individual freedoms· States felt too much power was being handed over to the central

government· Voters wanted more control over their elected representativesDiscussion

about necessary changes to the Constitution was divided into two camps: Federalists and Anti-

Federalists. Federalists wanted a strong central government. Anti-Federalists wanted to prevent

a tyrannical government from developing if a central government held too much powUnited

States History© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/praxisiiMiddle School: Social Studies

20180222.39480.423.docxDefine the major provisions of the Commerce Compromise. United

States HistoryThe Commerce Compromise also resulted from a North/South disagreement. In

the North the economy was centered on industry and trade. The Southern economy was

largely agricultural. The Northern states wanted to give the new government the ability to

regulate exports as well as trade between the states. The South opposed this plan. Another

compromise was in order. In the end, Congress received regulatory power over all trade,

including the ability to collect tariffs on exported goods. In the South, this raised another red

flag regarding the slave trade, as they were concerned about the effect on their economy if

tariffs were levied on slaves. The final agreement allowed importing slaves to continue for

twenty years without government intervention. Import taxes on slaves were limited, and after

the year 1808, Congress could decide whether to allow continued imports of slaves.United

States History© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/praxisiiMiddle School: Social Studies

20180222.39480.445.docxName the individuals who formed the first administration of the new

government. United States HistoryThe individuals who formed the first administration of the

new government were:· George Washington—elected as the first President of the United

States in 1789· John Adams—finished second in the election and became the first Vice

President· Thomas Jefferson—appointed by Washington as Secretary of State·

Alexander Hamilton—appointed Secretary of the TreasuryUnited States History© Mometrix

Media - flashcardsecrets.com/praxisiiMiddle School: Social Studies

20180222.39480.438.docxName the major players in the Federalist and Anti-Federalist camps

and how the Constitution was changed to accommodate both sides.United States HistoryMajor

Federalist leaders included Alexander Hamilton, John Jay and James Madison. They wrote a

series of letters, called the Federalist Papers, aimed at convincing the states to ratify the

Constitution. These were published in New York papers. Anti-Federalists included Thomas

Jefferson and Patrick Henry. They argued against the Constitution as it was originally drafted in

a series of Anti-Federalist Papers.The final compromise produced a strong central government

controlled by checks and balances. A Bill of Rights was also added, becoming the first ten

amendments to the Constitution. These amendments protected rights such as freedom of

speech, freedom of religion, and other basic rights. Aside from various amendments added



throughout the years, the United States Constitution has remained unchanged.United States

History© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/praxisiiMiddle School: Social Studies

20180222.39480.459.docxExplain what lead to the development of political parties in early

U.S. government. United States HistoryMany in the US were against political parties after

seeing the way parties, or factions, functioned in Britain. The factions in Britain were more

interested in personal profit than the overall good of the country, and they did not want this to

happen in the US.However, the differences of opinion between Thomas Jefferson and

Alexander Hamilton led to formation of political parties. Hamilton favored a stronger central

government, while Jefferson felt that more power should remain with the states. Jefferson was

in favor of strict Constitutional interpretation, while Hamilton believed in a more flexible

approach. As others joined the two camps, Hamilton backers began to term themselves

Federalists while those supporting Jefferson became identified as Democratic-

Republicans.United States History© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/praxisiiMiddle

School: Social Studies 20180222.39480.452.docxDiscuss the Alien and Sedition Acts and their

significance. United States HistoryWhen John Adams became president, a war was raging

between Britain and France. While Adams and the Federalists backed the British, Thomas

Jefferson and the Republican Party supported the French. The United States nearly went to

war with France during this time period, while France worked to spread its international

standing and influence under the leadership of Napoleon Bonaparte. The Alien and Sedition

Acts grew out of this conflict, and made it illegal to speak in a hostile fashion against the

existing government. They also allowed the president to deport anyone in the US who was not

a citizen and who was suspected of treason or treasonous activity. When Jefferson became the

third president in 1800, he repealed these four laws and pardoned anyone who had been

convicted under them.United States History© Mometrix Media - flashcardsecrets.com/

praxisiiMiddle School: Social Studies 20180222.39480.475.docxExplain the significance of

Marbury v. Madison and how it affected the development of the Supreme Court and its

powers.United States HistoryThe main duty of the Supreme Court today is judicial review. This

power was largely established by Marbury v. Madison. When John Adams was voted out of

office in 1800, he worked, during his final days in office, to appoint Federalist judges to

Supreme Court positions, knowing Jefferson, his replacement, held opposing views. As late as

March 3, the day before Jefferson was to take office, Adams made last-minute appointments

referred to as “Midnight Judges.” One of the late appointments was William Marbury. The next

day, March 4, Jefferson ordered his Secretary of State, James Madison, not to deliver

Marbury’s commission. This decision was backed by Chief Justice Marshall, who determined

that the Judiciary Act of 1789, which granted the power to deliver commissions, was illegal in

that it gave the Judicial Branch powers not granted in the Constitution. This case set precedent

for the Supreme Court to nullify laws it found to be unconstitutional.
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